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About the artist
Maria Ledo received a BA in Fine Arts at 
the University of Salamanca. Her series of 
‘anti- portraits’, painted on blocks of bright 
colours border on pop aesthetics. 

They have a dreamlike surrealism due to the 
intensity of the looks and the atmospheres 
created by the self-absorption of the subjects, 
often taken from old magazines or old 

photographs. Ledo introduces collage into her 
portraits with her own photographic works in 
which the images contain found objects. Her 
work has been exhibited in solo and group 
exhibitions throughout Spain, in London and in 
Los Angeles.

Original artworks are for sale from Saatchi Art 
www.saatchiart.com/account/artworks/427366

Antirretrato 13 (Antiportrait) series 1-24
This series is from Maria Ledo’s Antiportrait no. 13. Each plate in the 
series is a variation of collages of her photographs of old dolls, found 
gadgets, objects of daily life, fragments of lives and landscapes.

The plates are made from strengthened, recycled glass and are 20cm 
or 30cm in diameter and are heat resistant. They can be hung on a wall 
with an invisible hook or used as centre piece on a table. They can be 
sold individually or as a full series. There is an option for a set of 4 
plates in a luxury black gift box.

ML-GS20-G5 / ML-GS30-G5

ML-GS20-G1 / ML-GS30-G1

ML-GS20-G6 / ML-GS30-G6

ML-GS20-G2 / ML-GS30-G2

ML-GS20-G7 / ML-GS30-G7

ML-GS20-G3 / ML-GS30-G3

ML-GS20-G8 / ML-GS30-G8

ML-GS20-G4 / ML-GS2030-G4



ML-GS20-G9 / ML-GS30-G9

ML-GS20-G13 / ML-GS30-G13

ML-GS20-G17 / ML-GS30-G17

ML-GS20-G21 / ML-GS30-G21

ML-GS20-G10 / ML-GS30-G10

ML-GS20-G14 / ML-GS30-G14

ML-GS20-G18 / ML-GS30-G18

ML-GS20-G22 / ML-GS30-G22

ML-GS20-G11 / ML-GS30-G11

ML-GS20-G15 / ML-GS30-G15

ML-GS20-G19 / ML-GS30-G19

ML-GS20-G23 / ML-GS30-G23

ML-GS20-G12 / ML-GS30-G12

ML-GS20-G16 / ML-GS30-G16

ML-GS20-G20 / ML-GS30-G20

ML-GS20-G24 / ML-GS30-G24

Antiretrato 13 glass plates are available in boxed sets of 4.



Antirretrato Eucalyptus Tablemats
Antirretrato tablemats are high quality and 
robust, made from eucalyptus board from 
sustainable sources, coated with durable 
melamine and backed with a luxurious baize 
to protect tables. Available in two sizes, they 
are heatproof, can withstand temperatures 
up to 140ºC and can be wiped clean.

Sizes and packaging available:

38 x 29cm sold as a single piece packaged in 
a clear plastic re-sealable sleeve.

29 x 22cm sold as a set of 4 with single or 
mixed images in a kraft luxury box.

Antiretrato variante 12 
Photo montage based on original paintings 

Maria Ledo 2020 / ML-TM38-1, ML-TM29-1

Antiretrato variante 14 
Photo montage based on original paintings 

Maria Ledo 2020 / ML-TM38-3, ML-TM29-3

Antiretrato variante 13 
Photo montage based on original paintings 

Maria Ledo 2020 / ML-TM38-2, ML-TM29-2

Antiretrato variante 15 
Photo montage based on original paintings 

Maria Ledo 2020 / ML-TM38-4, ML-TM29-4



   ML-COR-1    ML-COR-2    ML-COR-3    ML-COR-4

   ML-COR-5    ML-COR-6    ML-COR-7    ML-COR-8

Antirretrato Eucalyptus Coasters
Antirretrato coasters are made from 
sustainably sourced eucalyptus board, coated 
with durable melamine and backed with a 
luxurious baize to protect tables. They are 
heatproof withstanding temperatures up to 
140ºC and can be wiped clean.

Sizes and packaging available:

The coasters are 10cm diameter, and come in 
a kraft presentation box of four. They are also 
available in a presentation gift tin that holds 
up to 8 coasters (see next page).



Tea towels
Of course tea towels are for 
drying dishes but you can use 
ours to hang in the kitchen 
just to look beautiful or 
framed and hung as a piece of 
art.

Made from high quality 100% 
cotton with a half panama 
weave. They measure 42cm x 
72cm and come packaged in a 
gift box.

Round tins
These round metal tins make 
a perfect souvenir or gift. Also 
offered as a gift packaging 
option for up to 12 coasters.
They are made from solid 
metal and measure 12cm 
diameter and 6cm high.

Antirretrato 2     ML-TT-B2Antiretrato 1     ML-TT-B1

   ML-RMT-2

Pill boxes
These round pill boxes are 
perfect for gifts and souvenirs. 
They are made from high 
quality metal with a plastic 
sectioned insert. 

The boxes measure 5cm 
diameter and are packaged in 
a black velvet pouch. 

   ML-PB-3

   ML-PB-2

   ML-PB-1

   ML-PB-4

   ML-RMT-1



Wall plaques
These artworks have been printed on 
aluminium and mounted on a wooden 
backing with a rear hanging attachment. 
They measure 20.5cm x 25.5cm x 1.5cm.

Antiretrato 3       ML-WP-B3

Antiretrato 2      ML-WP-B2Antiretrato 1      ML-WP-B1

Antiretrato 4       ML-WP-B4
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